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The investment landscape is flush with information. 
If you’re hungry for ideas, a simple Google search 
on ‘investing in Australia’ will yield a mind-boggling 
1.1 trillion results in just 0.79 seconds. Its information 
overload and that’s why the team at Livewire is 
passionate about curating high-quality investing 
insights from experienced investors.

In this special edition eBook, we’re bringing you the 
best of the best. We looked back over the articles, 
videos and podcasts published on Livewire in 2020 
to identify the investors that delighted you the most 
with their insights and expertise. From that list, we’ve 
invited 21 experts in equities, fixed income, asset 
allocation and investment strategy to discuss what 
they believe is the one thing investors can’t ignore in 
2021.

Safe investing and all the best for 2021

Synopsis
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Perpetual Investments
Porfolio Manager

Anthony 
Aboud

Stay flexible to spot the best 
stocks of 2021

Keeping an open mind about stock selection will be crucial next year. If investors 
find a good idea, they must try to ensure perceptions about the short-term 
macro outlook don’t inhibit their decisions. What 2020 has taught us is the 
importance of understanding the: 

• motivations of politicians under pressure
• psychology of consumers in unique circumstances
• psychology of investors in periods of volatility, and why predicting this 

behaviour is difficult.

Who would have known in January that within two months, the world’s economy 
would effectively shut down?

Who would have known in the depths of despair in March that retailers in 
Australia would print some of their best like-for-like sales merely three-months 
later?

The point here is that the consensus view about the macro environment has 
consistently been wrong, and the crowd’s view has shifted materially on multiple 
occasions in the last 12 months.

Keeping an open mind in 2021 means that you won’t miss good investment 
opportunities that are hidden in plain sight. For example, if you told me at 
the beginning of the year that we would have invested our unitholders’ capital 
into Qantas, I’d have called you crazy. At the time, we were skeptical of the 
company’s long-term margin targets and also felt the balance sheet was 
strained.

When we started looking at Qantas in mid-June, the consensus macro view was 
that a vaccine was years away. And even if state borders were open, the broad 
view was that consumers would be too scared to get onto a plane, or just not be 
able to afford flights due to the perceived weak economy. What’s more, Warren 
Buffet had just sold out of his airline investments in the US, which was good 
enough for Qantas to be an “avoid” for all of Buffet’s Australian disciples.

Our view was that the market structure would be much better in any bounce-
back in domestic tourism. 
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This was predicated on the fact that Virgin had fallen into bankruptcy and that 
the new owners would be more interested in making a profit then fighting for 
market share. On top of that, our view was that domestic tourism would boom 
when we finally came out of lockdown and state borders opened.

We thought families would get sick of toasting marshmallows at the local park 
and would want to head to somewhere more exotic like the Gold Coast or 
Rottnest Island. These two assumptions – combined with an excellent loyalty 
business, a strengthening moat and already one of the most profitable domestic 
legs in the world (Sydney-to-Melbourne) – meant that we thought that when we 
eventually came out of this, Qantas’ domestic business could boom. 

Our problem was that we felt the balance sheet was stretched and we were 
unconvinced Qantas had properly re-set the cost base. We reassessed our view, 
and to date our revised approach has worked well so far.

In conclusion
Over the next year, there will be periods where stocks are out of favour and will 
be sold off because they don’t fit the macro narrative of the day. There may be 
good reasons not to own these companies. But if 2020 has taught us anything, 
it is to keep an open mind as the uncertainty and volatility has the potential to 
throw up some great opportunities with good asymmetric return profiles.
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Pengana Capital Group
Porfolio Manager

Rhett 
Kessler

A safer way to protect your 
savings

If the underlying purpose of investing is to preserve and grow your purchasing 
power, then the biggest conundrum is surely defining the value of a dollar – 
especially as printing presses in almost every nation are switched to full blast.

This is perhaps bold for me to say, but I think as a society we’ll look back on 
this period in 20 years’ time and observe that monetary authorities around the 
world orchestrated one of the biggest ever thefts of investor savings. Central 
banks globally are trying to build a bridge across the pandemic-induced valley by 
reducing the cost of money. As a result, the yield curve has been crushed, in turn 
forcing investors to take more risks in search of income.

I imagine the reader saying, “this means you’re calling out inflation.” I’m not, 
but inflation is certainly relevant to your purchasing power if the way authorities 
traditionally measure it ties up with your personal expenditure patterns. While 
inflation is at record lows, I would suggest it certainly isn’t running at less than 
2% when it comes to things like:

• buying a second-hand car
• paying private school fees
• financing medical procedures
• purchasing a property, furnishing one or even renting,
• heading off on a domestic holiday.

For each of the above purchases, among others, inflation is significantly higher. 
For me, inflation is really when more money chases a volume of goods and 
services that is either the same or lower. Even acquiring items as basic as shoes 
and groceries demonstrates hidden inflation. While the price point has not 
changed on these items, there’s been a hiatus in promotional discounts because 
demand is high.

The other facet of this conundrum in the currency-to-value ratio is that most 
asset classes are at nosebleed valuation levels. The defensive asset classes that 
can help individuals tread water in preserving purchasing power aren’t really 
working: you can’t hide in cash because you’re not getting anything for it; fixed 
interest is problematic; and property yields are very low.
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And there’s an additional layer of bifurcation in today’s equity markets: how do 
you avoid the nosebleed valuations on the one hand, and the value traps on the 
other? I’m seeing a lot of investor FOMO (fear of missing out) and TINA (there is 
no alternative) to equities, and then there’s FONGO (fear of not getting out).

Our solution is a laser-like focus on businesses with “hard assets”, which we 
define as those assets that provide operators with pricing power to monetise 
them for their owners in most circumstances.

These assets can take different forms to achieve this.

• Contractual: whereby there is solid counterparty risk. Waypoint REIT has 
this, as the landlord to Coles’s Shell-branded petrol stations.

• Scarcity: either by unique locations or licenses.
• Regulatory: think toll roads and Transurban.
• Intellectual property: coupled with scale, for example CSL or ResMed.
• Resources: iron ore or gold companies where you can find the lowest-cost 

producers run by competent and honest management teams with debt-
free balance sheets.

These represent hard assets, as they should preserve their underlying 
fundamental value in real terms.

Conclusion
Hiding in the defensive assets of cash and negative interest-yielding bonds 
after two decades of kicking the can down the road with ever lower interest rates 
may have bad outcomes. And attempting to value high-growth blue sky stocks 
using discounted cashflow models, when the real medium-term cost of money 
is at peak uncertainty, may also bring nasty surprises. Fairly-valued hard assets 
appear to a safer way to preserve the purchasing power of your hard-earned 
savings.
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Aberdeen Standard 
Investments

Head of Australian Equities

Michelle 
Lopez

2 homegrown stocks 
capitalising on the inevitable 
transitionsavings

I recently picked my seven-year old daughter up from school, gabbling excitedly 
about what she had just learnt about solar energy. The drive home was 
punctuated with her pointing out all the things the sun could power  
(“cars…buses…your phone, Mummy”).

For her generation, the equation is simple: the sun equals endless clean energy. 
The commercial and political complications of transitioning to renewables don’t 
come into it – they’re for our generation to thrash out.

Thrash them out we must – because the energy revolution is happening 
around us whether we want it to or not. According to the Climate Group RE100 
initiative, over 260 major companies around the world have committed to 100% 
renewable energy, including Google, Ikea, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft and Coca-
Cola.

In the US, a 2018 survey by the Edison Electric Institute found that a staggering 
70% of American consumers wanted 100% renewable electricity and 51% 
said they would maintain this support even if energy bills were to climb 30%. 
President-elect Joe Biden has pledged to invest $400bn over 10 years into clean 
energy and innovation. Even China has pledged carbon neutrality by 2060. 
Given more than half of the renewable energy capacity added in 2019 achieved 
lower power costs than the cheapest new coal plants, the economic tipping point 
for moving to clean energy has already arrived.

Demand is redirecting investment flows. A survey by Octopus Renewables 
shows planned global institutional investment is set to move US$742.5bn into 
clean energy over the next decade. As more net zero carbon commitments 
continue to surface, that figure can only rachet up. Indeed, the International 
Renewable Energy Agency says annual investment in renewables will need to 
almost triple to US$800bn by 2050 to fulfil the world’s decarbonisation and 
climate goals.

Here in Australia, the debate about clean energy can feel challenging given 
our economy’s high exposure to and reliance on traditional energy and mining 
sectors. But Investors cannot ignore this mega-trend transforming behaviour 
worldwide however, and there are some compelling homegrown stocks to 
capitalise on the inevitable transition:
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Mercury NZ Ltd (MCY) is a small-cap company that produces energy from 100% 
renewable sources, currently generating 15% of New Zealand’s electricity. We like 
it because of the sustainable cost advantages from its difficult-to-replace hydro 
and geothermal generation assets and scale in the oligopolistic retail electricity 
market, which has enabled it to deliver 12 consecutive years of ordinary dividend 
growth. With plans to expand into Australia, its earnings potential remains 
robust.

At the other end of the cap spectrum, Macquarie Group (MQG) is one of the 
world’s largest investors in renewable energy, with more than A$20 billion of 
renewable energy assets under management (31 March 2020). Fourteen percent 
of its total funded equity investments are exposed to renewable energy versus 
only 2.2% in conventional energy. This is a strategic focus and core competitive 
advantage, which we as shareholders support.

With tech titans such as Apple and Google leading the charge on net-zero 
carbon commitments, 2021 is likely to be a year of clean energy innovation 
– from battery storage to virtual power plants. Fossil fuels aren’t going away 
overnight, but for investors taking a long-term view on their portfolio, clean 
energy has to be in the mix. Today’s seven-year-olds are counting on it.
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Head of Macro and 
Portfolio Manager

Magellan

Arvid 
Streimann

All signs point to earnings 
growth in 2021

Given the extraordinary events of the COVID-tortured 2020, there are many 
things investors may not be able to ignore in in what is hopefully a less-
traumatic 2021. The pick for investors might well be a brighter and more-assured 
earnings outlook that boosts risk appetites.

In November, two developments reinvigorated the earnings outlook:

1. the outcome of the US election
2. the announcement of very encouraging vaccine trial results.

In the US elections, the lack of a strong Democratic wave improved the outlook 
for profit growth because it reduced the mandate and political leeway for new 
laws that would reduce corporate profitability.

The upbeat vaccine trials were an even more positive development. As we know, 
COVID-19 disruptions savaged household and business incomes in 2020 to 
such an extent that governments were forced to provide massive support to 
stabilise economies. 

A successful vaccination program would virtually eliminate the risk of further 
outbreaks and thus allow economies to recover.

While the vaccine results have reduced economic uncertainty, some investment 
risks remain (setting aside other risks such as ever-present Eurozone frictions 
and regulatory scrutiny of Big Tech). Some people might refuse to have the 
vaccination, while others might not receive a second dose. Questions about the 
order in which citizens and countries receive the vaccine need to be resolved. 
Accordingly, some uncertainty around the pace of economic recovery remains.

For investors, both developments point to a more attractive outlook for earnings 
growth. The vaccine should underpin growth in companies’ top lines, while the 
election result ensures that these revenues will fall through to the bottom line in 
a way broadly similar to how they do now. 

As a critical mass of economic re-opening is possible by the middle of the year, 
the second half of the year may produce strong earnings growth.
pressures before they tighten monetary policy.
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But equity prices mirror more than just earnings – they also reflect the level 
of interest rates. Here central banks have made it clear they will need to see 
a sustained economic recovery, slimmer output gaps and durable inflation 
pressures before they tighten monetary policy.

We think interest rates will remain low for some time as the longer-term factors 
that have reduced interest rates remain intact. A key swing factor for interest 
rates is inflationary pressures, which we also believe will remain low for some 
time. But risks of inflation have considerably declined rather than evaporated, so 
the size of output gaps, the pace of central-bank balance sheet expansion and 
private credit growth are key signposts as to the fate of interest rates.
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Octopus Investments 
Australia

Managing Director

Sam 
Reynolds

Believer or not, it’s hard to 
ignore this thematic

Australian renewables are no longer a small and nuanced asset class for the 
environmentally-focused. The latest state government budget announcements 
confirm driving investment into renewable energy will be core to revitalising local 
economies. As with other state governments which have announced record 
investments in the coming year, the Victorian government announced this week 
an unprecedented budget of $1.6 billion to make Victoria a “Renewable energy 
powerhouse”. Such initiatives are crucial to both decarbonising the energy 
system and rebuilding our state economies. 

With governments making renewables a policy priority for economic recovery 
as we come out of the pandemic, investors cannot ignore Australia’s renewable 
energy sector coming into 2021.

Australia reaches the tipping point
Whether you are a believer or not, it is hard to ignore this thematic any longer. 
It is impossible to turn a blind eye to the blaringly obvious transition from fossil 
fuels to renewables taking place, with new records for clean energy generation 
as a proportion of our national energy mix continuously being set. Octopus, 
however, sees the progress made thus far as just the beginning and believes 
Australia is at the tipping point of a fundamental shift in its energy system to 
renewable energy.

Octopus is positioning its business to lead this sector, as the industry rapidly 
expands in size and importance. We’ve built one of the largest, most experienced 
renewables-focused teams in Australia, with the goal of bringing all those 
involved in renewable energy sites – the community, energy buyers, and owners 
– closer to the assets with which they’ll have an interest. By this we mean we’re 
involved through the development, construction and operation of the renewable 
infrastructure assets we manage.

Boots on the ground
We have an investment team that specialise across technologies, including 
solar, wind and storage. We have boots on the ground directly within our team, 
managing and operating these sites to optimise their success. Additionally, our 
team looks to make sure our sites are a good local citizen in the communities 
they reside, providing a continued positive impact in a way that meets needs 
specific to the area. At Octopus, we believe we need to take additional steps 
beyond simply building sites that contribute to our clean energy economy, 
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but also help bolster and support the local economies, through employment, 
education and the local environments.

The benefits of the renewable energy sector from an investment standpoint 
have become increasing clear through the COVID year. With a resilient and 
uncorrelated fuel source (wind and solar), in conjunction with a relatively inelastic 
energy market, the sector has demonstrated resilience in the form of consistent 
yields. The sector’s investment characteristics are poised to maintain their 
strength, both from a yield perspective and capital growth, given the strong 
operating margins of the sector and the increasing demand.
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Ellerston Capital

Porfolio Manager

Mary 
Manning

China net zero

In 2000 I was a student at Harvard Business School and got the opportunity 
to do an internship at a venture capital fund in Beijing. On my first day, I woke 
up early and went for a run before work. Unfortunately, it lasted less than 10 
minutes because the air pollution levels were so high I couldn’t breathe properly.

Fast forward 20 years and China has just committed to achieving carbon 
neutrality by 2060. This goal is very aggressive, especially for a country that is 
still industrialising. As shown below, China currently accounts for approximately 
28% of global carbon emissions and approximately 62% of its energy supply is 
still from coal. 

Source: IEA

In President Xi’s speech to the United Nations on this topic, he outlined that to 
meet the 2060 timeline, China must aim to have peak CO2 emissions before 
2030. Reaching peak emissions in less than nine years will require China’s 
energy mix to be reset, with a short-term pivot towards renewables – primarily 
solar and wind. Some economists estimate that China could require anywhere 
between US$5 trillion and US$15 trillion of investment in renewables to reach 
these goals.

As part of the broader decarbonisation plan, China has also outlined aggressive 
policies on New Energy Vehicles (NEVs), which include electric, plug-in hybrid 
and hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles. China aims to have electric cars account for 20% 
of all total car sales by 2025 and all new car sales to be either hybrids or NEVs by 
2035.
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NIO, the Tesla of China, is now a $US75 billion market cap company (bigger 
than GM) thanks to its meteoric rise in the last few months. Since the beginning 
of 2020, the stock is up an incredible 1278% and its Chinese EV peers, XPeng 
and Li Auto, are up 279% and 381% since their IPOs in July and August of 2020, 
respectively.

Source: Bloomberg as of November 24, 2020

Similar to the rise of the Apple supply chain in Asia in the 1990s, the Tesla 
and NIO supply chains are emerging as mini-sectors in and of themselves. 
Currently the EV supply chain is focused on EV batteries with companies like 
CATL, LG Chem and Samsung SDI at the forefront. Over time we expect this to 
expand to other sub-sectors like battery chemicals/materials, battery charging 
infrastructure as well as hardware and software that goes into the NEVs.

The Ellerston Asia team has identified 44 stocks in China and elsewhere in 
Asia that meet our growth and ESG criteria and are potential beneficiaries of 
this China decarbonisation thematic. We already have 3 of these stocks in our 
portfolio - one renewable, one EV company and one EV battery stock - and 
expect to add more investments in this area in the future.

The reason I chose this topic as one not to be missed in 2021 is because it 
is unexpected. Most Australian investors have a reluctant attitude towards 
investing in China in general, and would never associate China as a leader in 
renewables, EVs and green technologies.

However, the ‘greening’ of China, or China Net Zero, will be an important 
thematic in 2021 and for years to come. China has the opportunity to shake 
off its bad reputation as a major polluter and become a world leader in green 
technologies. Equity investors that identify and invest in the beneficiaries of this 
thematic early on will be handsomely rewarded.
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Jamieson Coote Bonds

Chief Investment Officer

Charlie 
Jamieson

Don’t fight the central 
banks in 2021

It’s that time of year again: the annual fixed income bond kicking competition as 
we head into 2021, something not even Pfizer could develop a vaccine for.

No doubt you will read plenty of articles in the coming weeks about why bonds 
should be avoided in the future. Most will be written by the same folks who 
have been wrong quite consistently – but this won’t stop them arguing why you 
should own things like gold, bitcoin or just more equities in general.

If we’ve learned anything in the post GFC period, it must be ‘’don’t fight the 
central bankers”. Such changes would introduce volatility and differing levels of 
liquidity reduction to defensive allocations. Alas, the current narrative machine is 
humming a sweet note of pro risk and general optimism into a vaccinated post 
COVID-19 world. The narrative machine also suggests inflation will magically 
appear despite powerful secular forces including:

• high debt levels
• poor demographics
• technology
• automation
• lack of unionisation
• globalisation.

Add to that high single digit unemployment around the world as we see plenty 
of spare capacity keeping disinflation as the prevailing pricing force. The anti-
bond commentators will suggest bond yields will rise BUT risk assets will be a 
nirvana allocation that will also go up in value.

Hang on – what?! – did we miss something here? As I join those dots, I fail to 
make the connection between higher asset prices and higher cost of capital in 
the most leveraged global economy of all time. We see some real problems in 
this, as we again remind folks that interest rates are the virus that affects all 
asset markets.

There is likely some recency bias in this thinking. The meltdown of March is 
now a distant memory, as markets have powered ahead on policy response 
combined with a steep economic recovery from a dire situation. 2021 certainly 
looks brighter on several fronts (an adult in the White House is a great start) but 
as the disaster relief funding programs start winding back, it is rational to expect
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a period of anti-risk as markets taper to demand and incentivise policy makers 
to complete on ‘’whatever it takes’’ policies, adding to financial repression.

Mandated performance, defense
Bond yields will likely remain rangebound, anchored by central bankers’ long-
term commitments to low policy rates, combined with active quantitative easing 
programs that essentially mandate performance. We are not predicting this; we 
are observing it the world over. Markets have been supported by QE for many 
years, as far back as Japan’s first QE-style program in 2001.

Counter-intuitively, bonds in markets with very low or negative yields still 
generate positive total returns due to the steepness of their curves which 
experience powerful roll and carry. Amazingly, despite low or negative yields, 
bonds still generate negative portfolio correlation to risk assets. This is 
particularly true in periods of equity stress and exceptional liquidity, which 
allows investors and allocators to vary their portfolio to take advantage of deeply 
discounted growth assets like we saw in March.

Source: Jamieson Coote Bonds. Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Looking at developed markets such as Germany, Switzerland and Japan, total 
returns from government bonds have remained positive despite negative Central 
Bank rates (local equity market performance also included).

This is driven by ‘’carry and roll*’’ a compelling force in a positive sloping term 
structure of interest rates. Many folks could be forgiven for thinking the near 50% 
return from US Treasuries over the last decade would be attributed to a rally in 
duration when in fact that was only a fractional (20%) return driver – far mor
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important is the ‘’carry and roll’’ function when decomposing the return streams 
as seen below.

US Treasury performance attribution*

* Past performance is not indicative of future performance

So, when the bond market naysayers come knocking again this festive season, 
politely remind them that they have been consistently wrong and that fighting 
their friendly central banker will likely prompt an unplanned career change fairly 
soon in a market that is mandated to perform. 

*The ‘’carry’’ is the bond income – just like a dividend. The ‘’roll’’ is as follows: If RBA has Yield 
Curve Control to hold 3 years ACGB bonds at 0.10%, if we buy a 5yr ACGB bond at 0.50% and 
hold it for one year it becomes a 4 year bond. Assuming it will be a 3 year bond with a yield of 
0.10%, unsurprisingly the as a 4 year bond its is very likely to yield around 0.30% ( ie over a one 
year period it has had a capital appreciation from 0.50% to about 0.30% - as falling yields = 
higher prices). So the steepness of the bond curve generates huge amounts of ‘’roll’’ as seen in 

the UST example table where ‘’duration’’ is only 20% of the UST return for last decade.
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Senior Portfolio Manager

Mirae Asset 
Management

Joohee 
An

Why the “great rotation” is 
more than a one-hit wonder

In recent weeks, markets saw a shake-up off the back of positive news that 
included both a COVID vaccine breakthrough and Biden’s win in the US election. 
These events diverted investor attention and saw cyclical stocks drive a rotation 
through to value.

This rotation reminds us of a similar period in 2016. That year’s US presidential 
change led markets to a “reflation trade” with expectations for stimulus – which 
in turn led the value sectors of commodities and financials to outperform. But 
that rotation was rather short-lived and growth soon took the lead again from 
2017.

We believe if the market rotation is driven by expectations of a Biden 
administration, it’s not likely to be sustainable – particularly given Democrats’ 
pledges of corporate tax hikes and increased regulation). Despite uncertainty of 
vaccines, we also expect the market will continue its rotation to value based on 
a significantly enlarged valuation gap between growth and value – currently at 
its highest level since dotcom bubble – and any positive news on vaccines or 
stimulus plans.

But as a stock-picker focusing on key beneficiaries of domestic consumption 
growth, typically growth companies, we believe the current market rotation will 
be less dramatic than in 2016.

Focusing on China, which represents close to 60% of our fund as at 30 October 
2020, we believe consumption is normalising and expect this to continue 
into 2021. The fund focuses on the long-term structural growth opportunity 
and in our opinion, companies set to benefit are local brands highly favoured 
by Chinese consumers across education, health care as well as online related 
industries. Domestic tourism is an interesting theme as the world remains largely 
closed off to international travellers; domestic travel becomes a much powerful 
theme.

Continued emergence of local brands
In our articles from earlier this year, Guoacho: The rise of the homegrown Chinese 
labels and A make-over for China’s cosmetic industry, we detail the success and 
influence of local brands on consumers and their competitive landscape. 
The below chart showcases known Chinese brands covering a wide matrix.
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Source: Company reports (logos used with permission) and Bernstein analysis

A company to look out for in 2021 is Li Ning, which we introduced earlier in 
the year. Li Ning is one of our top ten holdings. The company remained a top 
contributor to our fund’s performance through 2020 and will continue to benefit 
from the recovery through 2021.

Sports-related consumption in China is well supported by the government and 
Li Ning’s exports into global markets is also growing supported by sponsorship 
and marketing of elite athletes and cultural icons.

Below shows the continued growth of Li Ning even during pandemic.

Source: Bloomberg, 31 August 2020
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Beyond traditional consumer sectors
Consumption is increasingly happening outside the traditional sectors. We 
aim to capture shifts in consumption patterns in addition to Asian consumer’s 
growing wallets. The Mirae Asset Asia Great Consumer Equity Fund is a bottom-
up, high conviction portfolio taking a long-term approach with a qualitative 
focus.
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Co-head of Asia-Pacific 
Portfolio Management

PIMCO

Robert 
Mead

How to earn higher income 
for lower risk

When it comes to liquidity, Australian investors think inconsistently across their 
portfolios, especially in relation to where they source income. While most are 
typically comfortable buying a residential investment property to generate a 
modest yield (accompanied by high transaction costs), they’re often hesitant to 
deploy their capital into a locked-up vehicle that targets yields and income up to 
2-3 times more than the current rental yield.

With short-term interest rates remaining at 0.10%, or lower, in 2021 and well 
beyond, and term deposit rates not that much higher, we believe 2021 is the 
year to begin capturing the illiquidity premium offered within sub-sectors of the 
global credit markets.

Why should investors consider adding illiquid assets to their portfolios?
In order to earn a return above the risk-free rate (0.10%), by definition, investors 
must take risk. These risk premiums include: equity risk premium, term risk 
premium, credit risk premium and illiquidity premium. When constructing the 
core components of an actively-managed diversified portfolio, the first three 
risk premiums are typically accounted for, but the illiquidity premium is often 
overlooked.

The illiquidity premium is essentially the additional compensation to investors 
for limiting their ability to take advantage of future market dislocations should 
they arise as their capital is locked up for a specified period. As a result, illiquid 
investments should offer a premium in the form of higher yield expectations. 
These comparably higher yields can be a helpful income-generating component 
of a portfolio. (It could be argued that to some extent residential investment 
property represents this illiquid component in portfolios given that investors 
are making a multi-year capital commitment, but unfortunately the current low 
rental yield provides little compensation.)

Combining both liquid and less-liquid income-generating alternatives in a 
portfolio, such as in the High Income Model we discussed in a recent article, is 
one way of capturing some of this illiquidity premium.

In this research, we analysed a number of potential income models that 
comprise a range of fixed income investments that cater to varying risk 
tolerances. Each was optimised and stress-tested using our proprietary risk 
analytics infrastructure. The High Income Model comprised Australian short-
duration bonds, global income-generating investments, and modest allocations
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to global alternative credit in order to capture some illiquidity premium. In 
this case, alternative credit investments referred to financing provided to 
borrowers that either require non-standard, customized terms, or are private in 
nature because the issuer cannot access public credit markets, making these 
investments sit on the more illiquid end of the investing spectrum.

For investors prepared to have some of their portfolio allocated to less liquid 
assets, our analysis estimates that by investing in a high income portfolio, they 
could achieve expected total returns greater than 5% (see Figure 1). This is higher 
than our return estimate for Australian equities, yet demonstrates only a third of 
the volatility and a quarter of the left tail risk as Australian equities or property 
investments.

Why focus on the illiquidity premium in 2021?
Now more than ever, investors need to consider all of the available risk 
premiums when building an efficient portfolio for their future. This may mean 
a number of things, including boosting diversification and taking advantage of 
unique opportunities caused by the current dislocations in areas like alternative 
credit.

In our view, alternative credit currently looks extremely attractive on a relative 
basis. Central banks have been supporting the most liquid, traditional areas of 
capital markets. A lot of that liquidity hasn’t found its way into the less liquid, 
alternative areas of credit markets such as private corporate debt or real estate 
opportunities.
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Importantly, investing in alternative credit requires intense bottom-up research 
and expertise in areas such as commercial and residential real estate, direct 
lending and distressed investing. Fund manager selection is therefore key: Funds 
need to be appropriately sized and managers experienced and well-resourced to 
target these opportunities.
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Tribeca Investment 
Partners

Lead Portfolio Manager 
Alpha Plus Fund

Jun Bei 
Liu

Shopping, travel, offices set 
for a roaring return

2020 has been anything but normal. We have lived through a global pandemic; 
survived enforced lockdowns; learnt to teach our children by ourselves; and have 
all became super tech savvy as we learnt to conduct our daily lives online via 
e-commerce and tools like Zoom and Seesaw.

Collectively, we have demonstrated incredible resilience and optimism even 
as we experienced the worst global recession since the Second World War. But 
2021 is going to be the year of the return to normalcy, and with it there will be 
adjustments as we revert to the old normal.

A return of retail
We can expect to see gradual easing of lockdown restrictions around the world 
as mass population vaccinations take place. Shops will be open again and 
shoppers will be back in droves. In fact, in Australia we have already seen sharp 
uplift in foot traffic in shopping centres as demonstrated in the following chart 
of the weekly centre visitation from Vicinity Centres (ASX: VCX) as online retail 
eases.
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Figure 2: Share of ANZ observed Victorian shopping that occurred online

A return to the office
Offices will return to normal as workers leave their homes. Although there is 
some debate about whether working flexibility will continue to be offered, 
leading to less office space demand, current statistics across all major cities post 
lock down are showing promising trends.

Figure 3: Office utilisation compared to pre-COVID-19

A return of the housing investor
Fiscal stimulus and low interest rates have already started to move the housing 
market. House prices have increased meaningfully from their March trough, 
and transaction activities are also picking up. With an easing in the regulation 
on responsible lending and an improving economy, our banks are likely to start 
growing their mortgage lending again. The Reserve Bank of Australia’s assurance 
of near zero interest rates will absolutely drive property investors back into the 
market in 2021
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Figure 4: Housing sentiment: Time to buy a home

A return of the traveller
We will fly and travel again, and we will do so in a big way. Air travel has been the 
sector most impacted by the pandemic, but with the roll out of a vaccine, we 
expect a significant return of air travel and expect to experience multiple years of 
above trend growth due to pent up demand.

Around the world, we have already seen South Korea and China domestic air 
travel return to above pre-COVID-19 levels. This level of return has been seen in 
the past, following every localised health crisis - such as SARS or MERS.

Figure 5: Domestic YOY (%) No. flights

Finally, a return of diplomacy
A Biden presidency in the United States will see the return of a steadier hand 
in the White House, and we can expect a more multi-lateral approach towards 
foreign policy. As such, one can expect that 2021 will see an easing of political 
tension – and hopefully we can all be nice to strangers again.
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Porfolio Manager

James 
Gerrish

3 Aussie sectors set for an 
outstanding year

To earn an income of $100,000 per annum before tax in 2012, a conservative 
investor needed $2 million in a 12-month term deposit. Today that number sits 
at an incredible $14 million. On the flip side, those borrowing $1 million in 2012  
were paying $3,300 per month on interest repayments; today that number sits 
around half that. If you take one thing away from this note, it’s that the cost plus 
the availability of capital has a huge impact on the price of things.

Sure, other factors come into play and there are times when external shocks 
will skew this relationship in the short term given swings in market sentiment – 
market noise we call it – but the cost of money should not be underestimated. 
As we enter 2021, cheap money combined with a number of other supportive 
factors could create a rare and very profitable sweet spot for equities.

By now we all know that official interest rates are at record lows and central 
banks have their foot on short-term bond yields which are pinned effectively 
at zero. They’re also saying (collectively) they’ll provide whatever liquidity is 
necessary to underpin the economic recovery as the world lifts itself out of the 
COVID-19 haze, obviously with the help of a vaccine in 2021. Australia is ahead of 
the curve by a long way, initially from a health perspective and that’s now filtered 
into a better economic outcome, helped by an unprecedented level of monetary 
and fiscal stimulus that has now become misaligned with reality i.e. an economy 
being overstimulated.

One measure that warms my heart has been the Australian labour market, 
which has bounced back strongly. A resurgence here is key and recent signs 
are extremely positive. That trend will keep a fire under implied inflation 
expectations and markets are now pricing negative real rates (inflation ahead of 
interest rates) for the next 10-years. In that environment, most stocks do well.

While at MM we always keep an open mind, we’re very bullish equities into 2021
What sectors to own given this backdrop: We like banks, resources, energy and 
building. This bodes very well for the Australian market overall, with the first 
two sectors accounting for more than 40% of the ASX 200, while the same two 
sectors in the US make up less than 15%. The composition of the Australian 
market implies local outperformance is coming, for the first time in over a 
decade.
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Australian RBA Official Cash Rate Chart 

ASX 200 Chart

Below we outline our top picks across our preferred sectors, 1 = low risk, 2 = 
moderate risk and 3 = high risk.

Top picks – Banks
1. Commonwealth Bank (CBA) $79.07: Not an earth-shattering pick, but 

we’ve bought banks well when they were on the nose during the pandemic 
and see prices continuing to rally for the next 6-12 months at least. CBA 
back to the mid-$90s remains our view. Banks borrow short and lend 
long, benefitting from a steepening yield curve at a time when loan growth 
is likely to surge. We are bullish banks.
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2. Wells Fargo (WFC US) $28.46: A diversified financial services operation in 
the US which has almost halved over the past 12-months now looks set for 
some ‘mean reversion’. We are bullish targeting ~$40

3. Virgin UK (VUK) $2.35: The UK remains in the gips of COVID and Virgin 
has suffered as a consequence. While a low-quality operator, it’s priced 
accordingly and has significant upside potential on an economic recovery 
in the UK. We are bullish VUK targeting $4.

Virgin UK (VUK) Chart

Top picks – Building
1.  Lend Lease (LLC) $14.35: Is in the sweet spot as property values rebound 

strongly and governments focus on infrastructure development, we are 
targeting ~$17 

2.  Monadelphous (MND) $12.86: Skewed more towards engineering and 
construction in mining, our initial $13 target has been reached however a 
strong pipeline of work brings the $18 region into play. 

3.  NRW Holdings (NWH) $2.65: The mining and civil construction services 
provider has enjoyed a strong recovery since March, however, this is a stock 
that is likely to benefit from a strong top line, magnified by a multiple re-
rate. We have an eventual target of ~$4
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Monadelphous (MND) Chart

Top picks - Energy 
1.  Exxon Mobil (XOM US) $US40.19: A tough five years for the global energy 

giant, we now expect a period of outperformance as Oil prices permeate 
back to $US60, our upside target is close to $US50 

2.  Beach Energy (BPT) $1.78: We believe the company may be able to 
capitalise on distressed asset sales over the coming period as well as gas 
growth opportunities in Western Australia, we remain bullish targeting 
$2.20 

3.  Paladin Energy (PDN) 14.5c: Lack of investment in the Uranium sector for 
around 10-years could see a price inflexion in 2021. This is a high-risk call 
option on a beaten-down sector. If it runs, it will run hard.

Beach Energy (BPT) Chart
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Top picks - Resources
1. BHP Billiton (BHP) $38.25: The old “Big Australian” is exposed to the right 

commodities at the right point in the cycle, and looks poised to make 
fresh multi-year highs. We are bullish targeting ~$45

2. South32 (S32) $2.41: One of our more recent purchases, S32 houses an 
eclectic suite of resources, the bulk of which have been under pressure, but 
they’re turning. We remain bullish, initially targeting $2.80

3. Orocobre Ltd (ORE) $4.15: Lithium stocks have now worked through the 
hype created in 2017/18 and are finally looking good, ORE is our preferred 
exposure. We are bullish targeting $5.50

South32 (S32) Chart

Adding an ‘X factor’ around the edges
We’re always looking to add some ‘X factor’ to our portfolios, whether that be 
in terms of sector tilts or specific stock calls. Stocks we have on our ‘X Factor’ 
screen for 2021 include Fineos (FCL), Dubber (DUB), Adore Beauty (ABY), Money 
3 (MNY), Zip Co (Z1P), Matador (MZZ), Strandline (STA) and of course our best 
performer in 2020, The Trade Desk (TTD US) which remains a core holding.
While we remain bullish into 2021, we are likely to see bouts of volatility that 
present opportunity for 5-10% corrections, these are regular events even in bull 
markets. Given our bullish bias towards stocks, we prefer to hedge broader 
market exposures via ETFs rather than risk losing our core equity positions.

The bottom line
The one thing investors can’t ignore in 2021 is the cost of capital, while it remains 
cheap stocks will remain supported, however, there will be an inflection point. 
While we are bullish for 2021, we can see next year being one where investors 
become complacently long stocks and when interest rates do start to rise, this 
will present a clear and present danger. Above all, remain open-minded and 
willing the take action when market dynamics change.
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Firetrail Investments

Eleanor 
Swanson

Big pharma’s embrace to 
propel this cancer treatment

One thing investors cannot ignore in 2021 is the impact Molecular Targeted 
Radiation (MTR) will have on cancer patient outcomes.
What is Molecular Targeted Radiation?

MTR can be used to diagnose or treat cancer and is delivered to patients 
intravenously. The MTR compound consists of three key elements:

• a targeting agent
• a linker
• the “payload”.

The targeting agent is a molecule or antibody that binds to proteins specifically 
expressed by cancer cells. 

The linker chemically attaches the targeting agent to the payload and is often the 
key piece of IP protecting against competitors replicating the MTR compound.
The payload is a radioactive isotope. When delivered to patients at lower doses 
(as a diagnostic) the isotope lights up the cancer cells on a PET scan. When 
delivered to patients at higher doses (as a therapeutic) it can kill the cancer cells.
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How MTR improves patient outcomes
MTR diagnostic tests have superior sensitivity and specificity compared to 
conventional imaging methods. Sensitivity is the correct identification of a 
patient with cancer, whilst specificity is the correct identification of a patient that 
doesn’t have cancer. 

Conventional imaging techniques, such as bone or PET scans, are more 
convenient and cost-effective than MTR. However, because MTR increases 
diagnostic accuracy, the longer-term health economics stack-up. Not only 
does MTR reduce the need for future scans, but it allows doctors to better tailor 
treatments to patient’s needs, based on the individual diagnosis, delivering 
superior outcomes.

On the therapeutic side, the benefit is that MTR is only delivered to areas where 
the cancer target is expressed. As a result, MTR inflicts significantly less damage 
to healthy tissue when compared to traditional radiation therapy. In addition, the 
treatment can target much smaller tumours.

Why MTR is a space to watch in 2021
MTR has been around for 20 years. But big pharma’s interest in the space 
has increased recently as medical authorities have changed their view on 
personalised medicine. What was previously considered an unnecessary cost 
is now considered an exciting opportunity to improve longer-term patient 
outcomes and thus reduce the burden on the healthcare system.

See a summary of recent MTR M&A activity below.

Telix Pharmaceuticals (ASX: TLX) is the best way to get exposure to the MTR 
thematic on the ASX in 2021. Telix currently has radiopharmaceutical assets 
under development across Prostate Cancer, Renal Cancer and Glioblastoma. In 
addition, the company completed a deal to acquire TheraPharm, broadening the 
company’s theranostic capability into hematologic diseases.
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TLX has multiple share price catalysts in 2021, including:

1. The FDA review of their prostate cancer imaging product for commercial use
2. Read-out of Phase III trial of renal cancer imaging agent
3. Launch Phase III registrational trial of prostate cancer therapeutic product

MTR is one thing investors cannot ignore in 2021. Keep an eye on the news flow 
over the next 12 months for exciting updates.
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Tim 
Slattery

Contemplate losing money 
to make money

With the ASX 200 up 10% in November alone and the Dow briefly cracking 
30,000 points, investors seem “off to the races” (okay, perhaps that’s a bit 
premature!). Awash with liquidity and enthusiasm for finding the next Afterpay, 
the risk is very much “on”. Given the year we’ve just had, you may well wonder 
what 2021 has in store.

I’m currently reading ‘What I learned losing a million dollars’ by D. Paul and B. 
Moynihan, which Nassim Taleb calls “the best non-charlatanic finance book 
I know”. Given the title, you can understand why the authors resorted to self-
publishing. 

But that only makes the point: investors spend too much time thinking about 
how they’re going to make money and not enough contemplating how they 
might lose it.

At APN Property Group , we spend a lot of time thinking about how we might 
lose money. In fact, it’s step 1 in our investment process. Every investment offers 
the risk of losing money. We like to consider how we might lose it, and how 
much.

This is easier said than done. Contemplating losses can feel like a trip to the 
dentist - it’s just something that we’d rather avoid. But it’s also a (painful) 
investment in the future. Involving yourself in the psychology and experience of 
loss, even before it happens, will almost certainly make you a more successful 
investor. I think deep down most of us recognise this.

The issue is in actually doing it, which is why I’ve included two simple charts 
below. Both illustrate a couple of perspectives on the impact of losses on longer-
term wealth creation. The conclusion is obvious but easily forgotten at a time like 
this - we all need to accept some losses, taking the risks we can afford to take, in 
order to build wealth over the years.

Dividends and distributions are a bigger part of that than many investors realise. 
Through the ‘magic’ of compound interest, distributions can seriously move 
the needle on your wealth – and potentially put you ahead of where “safer” 
investments might get you. That’s another truism that gets lost at times like this.
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Best of luck investing in 2021 from our team at APN Property Group!
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2021 could be the year the 
narrative changes

Covid-19 dominated the headlines in 2020, but it should also be remembered 
for the Reserve Bank of Australia embracing an assortment of avant-garde 
actions. In many cases, these have already been adopted by its contemporaries 
since the Global Financial Crisis, amounting to implementing Modern Monetary 
Theory. The RBA’s cash rate of 0.1 per cent is at its chosen lower bound and 
Phillip Lowe said the rate won’t rise until inflation is “sustainably” in the target 
band, so the rate won’t say much about the RBA’s future moves. For insights, 
we must watch for the consequences of both Quantitative Easing and the loans 
made to banks under the RBA’s Term Funding Facility (TFF) by turning to the 
composition and size of the RBA’s balance sheet.

The definition of insanity
Some bank analysts and observers estimate that through Quantitative Easing 
and the TFF the RBA’s balance sheet could triple and reach almost a third of 
GDP by the middle of next year. Through zero cash rates and bond buying, 
the RBA will shape a flat yield curve while funding the government deficits it 
outspokenly encouraged.

The Narcotics Anonymous organisation wrote in November 1981: “Insanity is 
repeating the same mistakes and expecting different results.” Does anyone 
seriously believe that ‘more of the same’ policies – those that hitherto delivered 
only a misallocation of resources, the adoption of unprecedented risk, bubbles 
and inequality but preciously little productivity growth - will miraculously begin 
to deflate the bubbles it created while delivering employment growth, rising 
productivity and standards of living?

Winners and losers
We believe there are at least two things investors shouldn’t miss in 2021. 
First, search for better returns amongst the boring stocks, those hurt by Covid 
lockdowns as well as those offering steady annuity-style incomes. A rotation 
from Covid winners to Covid losers is already under way thanks to Pfizer and 
Moderna.

Businesses worth investigating are those developing or generating boring and 
steady annuity-style income streams. Global pension funds are under pressure 
from retired investors to deliver a positive return, anything better than zero. 
These pension funds will apply much lower capitalisation rates, to steady income 
streams, than equity investors are currently prepared to. Telstra monetising 
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its towers and the New South Wales government selling its gambling taxation 
revenues is testament to mergers and acquisition activity heating up for hitherto 
mundane income streams. And of course, a pension fund that privatises needn’t 
worry about subsequent stock market volatility.

Low-rate lessons
Secondly, be wary of an adverse shift in sentiment about the durability of MMT. 
Monetary and fiscal stimulus in 2020 and 2021 is merely a continuation of the 
policies implemented during the Global Financial Crisis. And where such policies 
have been implemented elsewhere, there has been little to show for it. In Japan, 
productivity remains quagmired and per capital GDP is unchanged from the mid 
1990’s. The consequent budget deficits ensure only that the country remains 
heavily indebted. Low rates then become a permanent necessity.

It is indeed curious that in 2020 the lower-rates-for-longer narrative is accepted 
without question. Neither the withdrawal of stimulus, its consequences, inflation 
nor rate normalisation nor the risks of surplus nations turning the taps off to 
spendthrifts is being discussed. 2021 could be the year the narrative changes.
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How to ride the clean 
power surge

As natural resources equity investors, we believe the clean energy transition 
and its impact on materials demand should not be overlooked. This is a 
global, multi-year trend, driven by the growing adoption of electric vehicles and 
continued investment in renewable energy generation.

With many countries and corporations committing to net zero carbon emission 
targets by 2050, a massive transformation will be required. Commitment to 
these targets will result in strong demand for copper, nickel, aluminium, cobalt, 
lithium, graphite and various rare earths as they are key components in EVs 
and renewable energy generation infrastructure. Investment in new production 
capacity will be required to meet the predicted demand.

Lithium, which forms the core of the lithium ion batteries that power EVs and 
store renewable power, is a key beneficiary of the clean energy transition. During 
the last lithium boom (2014-2018), lithium demand expanded at approximately 
20% compound annual growth rate, while the commodity price more than 
tripled.

This is a relatively common dynamic for commodity markets, where new 
demand surges and outpaces existing supplies. Higher prices encouraged 
exploration, leading to the discovery of numerous hard rock lithium deposits 
in Australia, with five new mines built in quick succession. Increased supply 
coupled with short-term flattening of demand led to a 50% fall in prices 
since the 2018 peak. This now appears to be over, with demand increasing 
and a reduction in the raw material and product investment leading to prices 
increasing.

Source: Bloomberg, as at 26 November 2020
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It is anticipated that 2021-2022 will be the inflection point for EV demand, as 
the mainstream auto industry begins to roll out new cost-competitive models. 
EV penetration is expected to increase from 3% to +30% of vehicle sold by 2030, 
as battery costs decline to US$100/kWh making EVs very cost-competitive with 
internal combustion engine vehicles. Demand for lithium ion batteries should 
therefore grow materially, in parallel with growth in EV production with CAGR’s 
of +30% p.a.

Tesla at its recent investor day suggested that battery capacity could increase 
to 3 terawatt-hours (3 million megawatt-hours) by 2030, which is equivalent to 
demand of 2.4-2.8 million tonnes per annum of lithium carbonate equivalent 
(LCE). This is significant given that demand for lithium in 2020 was estimated 
at 0.35 million tonnes of LCE, with capacity of around 0.55 million tonnes. 
According to UBS, lithium demand and production may need to increase 
8-fold over the next 10 years. Meeting this rapid demand growth will be a major 
undertaking given lithium companies have reduced/delayed capital investment 
in the recent price pullback. Lithium supply could become acute over the 
medium-term once current production capacity is fully utilised, leading to supply 
tightness. Many of the major auto and battery makers have not secured lithium 
supply volumes that they need.

Source: UBS, 2020

Although EV batteries have been the main talking point regarding raw materials 
demand, we cannot overlook the potential growth from the stationary storage 
market (residential, utility and industrial applications). This could increase 
demand for battery raw materials significantly; 5X for graphite, 3X for rare 
earths and cobalt and doubling in nickel. Whilst these numbers look very large, 
the investment intentions of the global auto and battery industry imply these 
are growth levels driven by government regulatory actions and the improving 
competitiveness of EVs themselves.

Copper is expected to be a beneficiary of EV growth as it is an essential material 
for EV components and renewable energy infrastructure. According to the 
Copper Development Association Inc., battery EVs contain 83kg of copper, while 
electric buses contain up to 370kg.
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The equity market has already started to move ahead of the commodity price 
moves in anticipation of the return to boom times. Producers such as Albemarle, 
Ganfeng Lithium, SQM, Livent, Pilbara Minerals, Mineral Resources and Orocobre 
have performed strongly in 2020 with the Global X Lithium and Battery ETF 
(NYSE ARCA:LIT) price up 94% YTD. As in the last lithium cycle, we anticipate 
the emergence of new producers, such as Lithium Americas, Piedmont and 
Liontown as well as new development opportunities. The chart below shows 
the current relative market capitalisation of these producers, but we believe this 
chart could look quite different in 12-24 months’ time.

Relative size of lithium producers by market capitalisation (AUD)

Source: Janus Henderson Investors, Bloomberg
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Hindsight is a terrible thing

In 2003 I bought a million shares in a stock called Paladin (ASX: PDN) at 1.6 
cents. I sold them two weeks later for 3.2 cents having doubled my money and 
pocketed $16,000. Heroic.

Except for the fact that three years later Paladin hit $9.57.

Hindsight is a terrible thing. Financially I was done and dusted, and I didn’t know 
it. And all I had to do was nothing, no work, no effort, no thought. I didn’t even 
have to get out of bed, and I could have been on the golf course forever.
I was new to Australia and new to the Australian stock-market, and what Paladin 
taught me, and I have seen a hundred times since, and hope to continually see 
again, was that the Australian resources sector is a unique and beautiful thing, 
filled with long and short duration trading opportunities, which, just occasionally, 
present the opportunity to make life-changing gains in a compressed period of 
time.

The beauty of the sector is the leverage listed stocks provide to underlying 
commodity prices. Here for instance is Fortescue Metals (ASX: FMG) with the 
iron ore price overlaid on the share price. Since that low point in 2018 the iron 
ore price is up 66%, and FMG is up close to 400%. I could produce a hundred 
such charts with different stocks and different commodity prices from a host of 
sectors, most notably iron ore, the oil price, metal prices and gold. You will never 
find these sort of “timing” opportunities in the grinding industrial stocks like the 
banks, Woolworths, Telstra and all the other big-brand industrials that feature so 
highly in most portfolios.
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Where the commodity price goes the stocks will follow and to make that point 
here is a chart of the ASX 200 energy sector compared to the oil price.

It is a remarkable correlation which, as an aside, renders detailed stock analysis 
in commodity sectors, futile. An analyst visiting Woodside’s Pluto project and 
writing up a 50 page piece of research, is meaningless if the job is to predict the 
share price, because all those forecasts and recommendations will be rendered 
useless or heroic, by the analyst’s ability, or lack of, to guess the direction of the 
underlying commodity price.

Which brings us to a commodity price opportunity staring us in the face. Thanks 
to the pandemic there is a rare but seemingly obvious opportunity to exploit in 
2021: energy stocks.

Energy prices, and the oil price, cratered this year taking energy stocks to multi-
year lows, and that is the opportunity. With the demand outlook set to recover 
as a vaccine arrives, as economic growth returns and as travel resumes, 2020 
will not only mark a multi-decade low in the oil price (minus $45) but a rare 
opportunity to exploit a commodity price recovery that seems set to trend next 
year, with listed energy stocks the geared play on that recovery.

Some of the energy stocks are still in a hole while the oil price has bottomed. 
Here is a table of the major oil price related energy stocks showing how far they 
fell in the initial pandemic-inspired selloff, how far they have bounced, and you’ll 
see on the right hand side how far their market capitalisations are still down on 
the February level. There is also a column showing how far the share price would 
have to rally from here to recover the February high.
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Here are the charts.
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The stock market is about probability not certainty and while there are a few 
assumptions in here, the probability suggests that the energy sector will recover 
in 2021, and the geared plays are the large listed companies that own and 
operate irreplaceable long term assets, are still oversold.
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Inflation or recovery in 2021: 
The chicken or the egg?

If we were to organise the Grand Financial Debate ahead of 2021, what would be 
the main topic of discussion?

Plenty to choose from. Is inflation making a come-back, yes or no? Will there 
ever be a world again without financial market interference from central banks? 
Does debt still matter? Are economies and equity markets experiencing a rerun 
of the 1920s?

Potentially the most important issue at hand for investors is whether the 
extreme bifurcation between Winners and Laggards – growth and quality versus 
cyclicals and disruptees – is here to stay, or are we in the early stage of trend 
reversal?

The chart below, from Morgan Stanley, captures the extreme polarisation that 
characterises equity markets in 2020. It only takes one instant to realise the gap 
between winners and laggards has never been this wide; not since the 1990s, 
and possibly never, full stop.
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Things get even more interesting if we add the chart below from Janus 
Henderson, suggesting commodity prices as a group are once again scraping the 
bottom of one down-cycle, ready to start a new cycle and make up for the lost 
ground post-GFC.

Of course, the Janus Henderson capture leads us to another chicken versus 
egg Grand Debate: do we need inflation to pick up to make the revival of 
commodities and “value” stocks sustainable? Or do commodities and value 
stocks first need to recover substantially in order to push inflation back on 
everyone’s agenda?

That debate won’t be settled any time soon if 2021, as widely expected, will bring 
us the global economic recovery that favours higher bond yields, a weaker US 
dollar, rising prices for commodities and a recovery in profits for the cyclicals and 
those companies battling disruption.

But what exactly comes after the natural recovery from the economic trough? 
That will be the Grand Debate about one year from now: continuous mean 
reversion, or not?

Before anyone tries to answer the question, first look at the chart below, from 
Goldman Sachs, showing how much the polarisation in the share market has 
simply mimicked the extreme divergence in corporate profit growth post-GFC.
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That Goldman Sachs chart at least settles one Grand Debate from the years 
past: investors have not been as irrational as some critics would have us believe; 
they have simply followed the diverging trend in corporate profitability.

Now for the $60 million question: what is your forecast for corporate profits 
beyond recovery-year 2021? Let the Grand Debate begin!
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4 reasons for optimism after a 
year to forget

2020 wasn’t the year anyone expected. Every year has a big surprise of some 
sort – or what Dr Don Stammer has long called factor X. But they don’t usually 
have such a profound impact on people’s lives, nor affect investment markets 
the way the pandemic has.

To summarise, coronavirus has:
• caused a massive health crisis;
• kept people in their homes;
• shut down big chunks of economies;
• driven the biggest economic slump since the Great Depression with global 

GDP expected to have fallen by 4% in 2020;
• accelerated the shift to a digital economy;
• sent share markets plunging;
• sent growth stocks sky high relative to value stocks.

But while 2020 is a year many of us would prefer to forget and coronavirus 
continues to wreak havoc, the end result for investors hasn’t been so bad, and 
there is reason for optimism as we head into 2021.

Just as 2020 was dominated by the pandemic and this determined the relative 
performance of investment markets and stocks within them, 2021 is likely to be 
dominated by cyclical recovery.

There are four reasons for optimism.
1. Massive fiscal and monetary stimulus protected incomes and jobs 

enabling a faster than might be expected. 

2. The news of vaccines is positive. By end 2021 or early 2022 there is a very 
good chance the world will be approaching a degree of herd immunity. 

3. A Biden presidency should usher in a period of more stable and expert 
based policy making in what is still the world’s biggest economy. In 
particular, it will likely head off a return to trade wars. 

4. Australia has navigated 2020 far better in controlling coronavirus than 
most comparable countries and has seen its politicians and institutions 
work well together. The Aussie economy is now recovering nicely.
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The combination of vaccines, massive policy stimulus and pent-up demand is 
expected to see a supercharged cyclical rebound in global GDP of around 5.5% 
in 2021. This will likely drive a big rotation away from investments that benefitted 
from the pandemic – like tech and healthcare – to investments that will benefit 
from recovery – like resources, building materials, industrials, tourism stocks and 
financials.

It will also mean a rotation away from the growth (tech and healthcare) heavy 
US share market to more cyclical markets in Europe, emerging markets and 
Australian shares.

In particular, it’s likely that the relative underperformance of Australian shares 
that’s been evident for the last decade now has run its course. This will likely 
start to reverse as the Australian economy outperforms, benefiting from its high 
exposure to cyclicals like resources and financials. See the next chart.

Finally, it’s likely to see a further recovery in value of the Australian dollar as it 
benefits from rising commodity prices.

It may make sense for investors to rebalance into cyclical investments that have 
underperformed over the last year.
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Has there ever been a better 
time to buy unloved value 
stocks?

Which of the two Australian stock markets will you be invested in over 2021? The 
expensive one, trading on record multiples and very high expectations? Or the 
normally priced one based on low expectations? Returns over 2021 and beyond 
may be quite different depending on your choice.

The dot.com bubble market from 1998 to early 2000 was famously described 
as “two-tiered”, but at the end of October 2020 the price difference between 
popular stocks and unloved stocks was even wider than at the peak of March 
2000.

How would you invest if you were given a second chance of allocating to 
different stocks in March 2000? What if there was an even better relative starting 
point for unloved value stocks?

In the US we now have a 195-year record of factor returns. Using dividend yield 
as the valuation factor, work done by a group led by Professor Goetzmann at 
Yale School of Management, has extended backwards the relative returns of 
value and growth from 1871 to 1825 on the NYSE. Together with the database of 
Kenneth French and the work of Cowles (also at Yale), this now gives a 195-year 
history of relative style returns: 1825 to 2020.

“The further backward you can look, the further forward you  
are likely to see” – Winston Churchill

While these academic analyses appear to have been done very carefully and 
thoroughly, the 19th century data should probably be treated with some caution 
- the three series do not use the same value definitions and it is probably best 
to focus on volatility/drawdown evidence, rather than cumulative very long-term 
returns (as any systematic errors will not matter as much over one decade, but 
they might accumulate over very extended periods).

With these provisos, this history shows that while low P/E and high dividend 
yield stocks have outperformed their expensively priced peers by more than 3% 
annually (about 50,000% over the full period), this outperformance has been 
punctuated by many significant drawdowns against value stocks. Long-short 
underperformance of at least -30%, for example, has occurred once every 14 
years on average, but each of these was first fully reversed and followed by new 
all-time records for value.
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The divergence in prices to Oct 2020 has been the equal greatest in that history 
(equalling the under-performance of low multiple value stocks to 1904). In 
Australia, the divergence is the greatest since at least the 1970s and probably 
since the 1930s.

Companies with high cashflows, dividends, net assets and earnings relative to 
their price have been shunned, while investors have chased popular concept 
stocks to record multiples across the Australian, global and EM stock markets. 
In each case the prices of value portfolios have underperformed dramatically 
despite these value portfolios recording faster earnings growth over the last cycle. 
This disconnect between relative earnings (value portfolio better than growth) 
and prices (growth portfolio higher than value) has by mathematical necessity 
opened a up a wide gap in multiple, as shown in the chart below.

Median forward P/E of highest and lowest quintiles of forward P/E ratios across ASX200. Source: CSFB; 
Jan 1993 to Sep 2020

Ever-rising multiples – which is just paying more and more for a dollar earnings 
– is not a sustainable process. The reversal from the October extremes started in 
November, but it is impossible to forecast the timing of these cycles, of course. If 
almost 200 years of history are any guide, however, we may expect that:

1.  the initial reversals of the divergence will be dramatic and volatile, but
2. the reversal of the high P/E bubble will take several years to normalise, 

and
3. this cycle will end like all the others since 1825 with value setting new  

all-time relative records.

History has taught us that markets will repeatedly ignore valuations for extended 
periods, but that the inexorable laws of valuation gravity always reassert 
themselves. Assets expensively priced on optimistic scenarios disappoint. In 
each of those prior episodes, investors had a narrative that purported to explain 
why it was different this time. Is it this time?
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Making sense of the stock 
market.

Why is the market so high? Why has “value” underperformed? It’s not a simple 
answer, but it’s not all that complex either. I’ve broken it down to:

• Risk and Return
• Value and Growth
• Interest Rates and Inflation

If you just can’t wait to find out, here’s the summary:

Why is the market so high? It’s not only that interest rates are low for the 
foreseeable future, but also that over time it has become less risky to invest in 
equities.

Why has value underperformed? Because “value” as currently defined focuses 
too near term, and much of the success of growth businesses has been at the 
expense of “value” stocks.

But if you can bear with me and keep reading to the end, there’s a deeper 
conclusion to be had.

Return and Risk
The textbook answer is that it’s all about the market’s expectation for return and 
risk. The return part is easy to understand: sustainably lower interest rates make 
future earnings more valuable. The hard part to understand is that there have 
been some trends occurring over decades that have lowered risk too.
I have yet to see anyone consider risk when comparing the high prices of today 
with the lower prices of yester-year. Investing in stocks was riskier 30 years ago, 
much riskier 60 years ago, and riskier still 90+ years ago.

How so? Well over that time, the world has become a much safer place in 
which to buy stocks. Investors are better educated. Companies disclose more 
information and accounts are more reliable. Security regulators and legislators 
have closed loopholes and reduced the opportunity for fraud. Calculators and 
then computers have improved analysis. Technology has allowed everyone from 
investors, to companies, to regulators to make better-informed decisions, and 
so be less likely to be surprised. Central banks and governments have become 
much more risk averse.

Now risk is an important determinant of what a stock is worth. Risk is an input 
into working out how much you are prepared to pay for future earnings, hence
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the concept of an “equity risk premium”. The bigger the premium required to 
compensate for risk, then the bigger the discount rate, and the less you are 
prepared to pay today. So, part of the answer as to why the market is so high, is 
that over the years it’s become less risky to invest.

Value and Growth
This chart shows that by historic standards, trailing price-to-earnings ratios (“P/
Es”) are high, and the return from value stocks has been deteriorating over time.

Of course, stocks don’t keep growing their earnings forever and earnings 
forecasts are often optimistic. In the past, a lot of the growth achieved by growth 
companies was cyclical (as shown in the consumer discretionary, media, building 
materials, or transport sectors). When the economy slowed or went into a 
recession, companies in these cyclical sectors saw earnings forecasts pulled back 
much more than those for the less cyclically exposed value stocks (such as in the 
consumer staples, utilities and property trust sectors).

With a cyclical slow down, the growth stocks would suffer the double whammy 
of lower forecasts and falling price multiples, and would materially underperform 
the value stocks.

However, since the tech boom started in the 1990’s, structural growth began to 
increase in importance versus cyclical growth. It used to be that “tech” stocks 
were a distinct and small market sector. But new and better ways of doing 
things have spread rapidly across many industries with the penetration of smart 
phones, Web 2.0 and cloud computing. Structural growth now is a greater 
proportion of the market’s overall growth outlook, and it is at the expense of 
many mature low growth companies.
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For example, online retail has decimated many bricks and mortar retailers, 
regardless of whether they sell staples or discretionary items. Consumers are also 
shifting away from ownership of assets, like cars or music/movies, to paying 
as they go. Even the need for travel is reduced with online ordering and video 
conferencing. 

These structural trends are playing out regardless of the economy’s cycle, 
which means the growth companies’ forecasts are less susceptible to cyclical 
disappointment, while at the same time they cause of the value companies’ 
forecasts to weaken. To put it another way, often the success of growth 
businesses has disrupted and hurt the businesses of value stocks.

But that’s not all. Information and computing technology improvements have 
also allowed investors to make forecasts further into the future with confidence. 
I remember the introduction of Lotus-123 and then Excel in the 1980’s which 
were game changers for analysts. In the late 1990’s, analyst consensus forecasts 
become widely available, rather than having to contact each broking firm 
separately to gather and average them, as professional investors used to.

It begs the question which near term earnings multiple should a “value” investor 
look at to define value. Before computers the proxy used was trailing earnings, 
or Price to Book, or dividend yield. There were good reasons for that in the past, 
due to a poor ability to forecast the future earnings with confidence and low 
availability of data. It is now generally accepted that value is defined by having 
a low 12 month forward P/E. So we can see that the definition of value moved 
over time - from the past, to the present, to a little bit in the future.

But in its broadest sense really, value is all about getting earnings for the lowest 
price and investors look as far out as they can with confidence. It’s not that value 
investing is failing, it’s that the focus of value is continuing to migrate forward, 
because it can. Investors are now able to look further into the future to find 
value.

So why has value done so poorly? First, due to the current definition of value 
looking at near term earnings multiples rather than longer time periods. Like 
earlier definitions of value, it has become dated. Second, much of the success of 
growth businesses has been at the expense of “value” stocks.

Interest Rates and Inflation
Interest rates have supported the stock market and asset prices generally. This 
has assisted asset price inflation, but not inflation for the price of goods and 
services. A lower interest rate also reduces interest expenses for companies and 
consumers.

It would be a big concern for equity markets if interest rates were to rise 
significantly. Many commentators are concerned that low rates and quantitative 
easing will “leak” into higher prices, which will require interest rates to rise. Once 
inflation expectations set in, they can be hard to diminish, as we found out in the 
1970’s and 1980’s.
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Historically, increased money supply did lead to higher inflation; however 
inflation appears to have become much less sensitive to monetary policy over 
time. It’s worth getting back to first principals on inflation to explain this.

Prices for goods and services rise when demand pushes against the envelope of 
supply. Businesses respond to increased consumer demand by putting up prices 
if they can get away with it. But it’s pretty hard to get away with it when the 
customers can search for alternative products easily using smart phones, and 
modern technology has increased the speed at which competitors can identify 
demand and ramp up production if they see an opportunity to take share. So 
increased technology and automation has generally kept goods and services 
inflation low. I don’t foresee a change in this trend in the medium term, so I 
don’t expect inflation will cause interest rates to rise any time soon.

What does it all mean?
As individuals, we use rules of thumb and jargon to simplify complex 
relationships. P/E ratios and “value” are classic examples. Over time the 
usefulness of these simplifications can change to some degree.
The equity market has become a lot more sophisticated, just like pretty much 
everything else in our world, so it is not surprising that simplifying assumptions 
need to be revisited.
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The critical question to ask in 
2021.

We believe the one thing investors cannot ignore in 2021 is whether the 
businesses they are invested in have pricing power.

Many people are forecasting an increase in inflation over the next several years. 
In fact, central banks are telling markets they are willing to let inflation ‘run hot’ 
to achieve some level of average inflation over a period of time.

It is important to understand there will almost certainly be an acceleration in 
reported year-over-year inflation from April to June of 2021. This acceleration 
will not be because inflation is moving structurally higher, but because there was 
disinflation (positive but slowing inflation) in April to June of 2020 as economies 
went through the worst of the lockdown. To oversimplify: because inflation was 
very weak in the second quarter of 2020, merely normalising to something closer 
to pre-lockdown levels in the second quarter of 2021 will mathematically look 
like a meaningful year-over-year acceleration.

We believe that focusing on this short-term increase in inflation misses the 
bigger point. The key issue is whether inflation will structurally run much higher 
than 2% for several years. The belief that it will is the basis of the ‘reflation’ 
trade: own commodities and banks, who have a) short-duration cash flows b) at 
cheaper starting valuations and c) will show tremendous year-over-year growth 
in earnings in 2021 (due to earnings collapsing in 2020). In addition, if central 
banks lose control of inflation expectations, owning commodity businesses 
should (in theory) provide an inflation hedge. We don’t necessarily think this is 
the best approach.

We approach this issue from a slightly different angle. The primary effect of 
inflation on a business is that input costs become more expensive. To us, the 
critical question to ask in such a scenario is ‘can a business pass on the increase 
in costs by offering its consumer a differentiated good/service?’ In effect, does 
the business have pricing power to grow its profits in real terms?

To quote Warren Buffett:

The single-most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing 
power. If you’ve got the power to raise prices without losing business to 
a competitor, you’ve got a very good business. And if you have to have 
a prayer session before raising the price by a tenth of a cent, then you’ve 
got a terrible business.
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Buffett knows this better than most, having managed money during the high-
inflation periods of the 1970s and early-1980’s.

If inflation does increase meaningfully (i.e. above 3%), central banks will need to 
hike interest rates to contain it. While some see this as a utopia for banks (who 
stand to earn a higher net interest margin), we would point to the increased 
likelihood of widespread defaults if rates move sharply higher. Moreover, an 
ongoing increase in inflation will eventually erode the fundamental profitability 
of capital-heavy business models (such as commodity producers) who need to 
replace their physical capital at ever-higher price levels.

We do not pretend to know the magnitude of inflation over the next several 
years, though we suspect it will remain contained. We do think the best real 
assets to own in such an environment are those that have strong balance sheets, 
are capital-light and have pricing power: in short, high-quality businesses.
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